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Brittleness is one of the most important mechanical properties of rock; however, the concept of

brittleness in rock mechanics is yet to be precisely defined. Many brittleness criteria have been

proposed to characterise material behaviour under compression, but there is no consensus as to which

criteria is the most suitable and reliable.

This paper considers brittleness at compression as the rock capability to self-sustaining macro-

scopic failure in the post-peak region due to elastic energy accumulated within the loaded material.

The applicability of various criteria for assessing rock brittleness from this point of view is analysed. It is

shown that only two of many existing criteria can describe properly the intrinsic material brittleness within

the whole range of brittleness variation from the absolute brittleness to ductility. These criteria rely upon

post-peak energy balance and are based on sound physics principles. Unlike other existing criteria they

allow for the representation of two classes of rock behaviour (Class I to Class II) in the form of continuous,

monotonic and unambiguous scale of brittleness. The effect of confining pressure on rock brittleness is

analysed where rock behaviour can be changed from Class I to Class II and then to Class I again.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Brittleness is a very important mechanical property of intact
rock because it has a strong influence on the failure process and on
the rock mass response to mining or tunnelling activities. Large
seismic events are often produced when rock masses are submitted
to triaxial compression generating violent shear failures. The correct
determination of brittleness at such loading conditions is important
to better predict and mitigate these dynamic events. However, the
concept of brittleness in rock mechanics is yet to be precisely
defined. Several brittleness criteria have been proposed to char-
acterise material behaviour under compression [1–19], but there is
no consensus as to which criteria is the most suitable and reliable.
The following approach for brittleness estimation at confined
compression (s14s2¼s3) is used in the paper.

Experiments show that when loading a rock specimen, the
specimen deformation is always macroscopically stable and
controllable, before the peak stress is reached. Macroscopic
instability associated with strength degradation in the form of
spontaneous failure can only take place in the post-peak region.
The post-peak instability can be treated as a manifestation of rock
brittleness. In this paper, the degree of post-peak instability
estimated on the basis of post-peak energy balance is used for
rock brittleness characterisation at compression.
ll rights reserved.

: þ61 8 9380 1044.

sov).
The degree of post-peak instability caused by solely elastic
energy stored within the loaded material is classified as intrinsic

brittleness, while the degree of post-peak instability in relation to
elastic energy accumulated in the loading system is classified as
relative brittleness. The paper focuses mainly on criteria charac-
terising intrinsic rock brittleness. The concept takes into account
the fact that elastic energy distributed quite evenly within the
material body at peak stress represents the source of energy for
localised post-peak failure in the form of shear rupture typical for
confined compression. Features of the post-peak energy balance
at the localised failure are discussed.

The paper analyses how different existing brittleness indices
reflect the degree of post-peak instability. It is shown that only
two of many existing criteria can describe properly the intrinsic
material brittleness within the whole range of brittleness varia-
tion from the absolute brittleness to ductility. These criteria allow
for the representation of two classes of rock behaviour (Class I
and Class II) in the form of continuous, monotonic and unambig-
uous scale of brittleness. This universal scale is used to illustrate
some features of brittleness variation as a function of rising
confining pressure for different rocks where rock behaviour can
be changed from Class I to Class II and then to Class I again.
2. Principles of brittleness estimation on the basis of post-
peak energy balance

Informative characteristics of intrinsic material properties,
before and after the peak stress is reached, can be obtained from
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the post-peak energy balance for rocks of Class I and Class II behaviour. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader

is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the complete stress–strain diagrams. It is known that rock beha-
viour in the post-peak region can be characterised by negative or
positive post-peak modulus M¼ds/de, where s is the differential
stress (s1–s3) and e is the axial strain. In accordance with
classification proposed in [20] Mo0 corresponds to Class I beha-
viour while M40 corresponds to Class II behaviour.

The complete stress–strain curves in Fig. 1 illustrate Class I and
Class II behaviour in the post-peak region. The graphs show the
energy balance at three stages of deformation: at the peak stress
(point B), at an intermediate post-peak stage, and at the complete
failure (point C). Areas of the red triangles here correspond to
elastic energy stored within the specimen at the three mentioned
stages of deformation. The grey areas represent the post-peak
rupture energy.

The graphs illustrate the dynamics of transforming the elastic
energy accumulated within the specimen material at peak stress,
into post-peak rupture energy. The red areas (elastic energy) are
partly replaced in the graphs by the grey areas (rupture energy).
The elastic energy represents the source of the post-peak failure
process and provides the physical basis for the post-peak failure
regime. For Class II, the fracture development occurs entirely due
to the elastic energy available from the material. The failure
process has a self-sustaining character, with the release of excess
energy, corresponding to the yellow area (ABCD). The released
energy can be transformed into the failure process dynamics,
particularly associated with fragmentation, flawing fragments,
seismicity, heat, etc. For Class I, the amount of elastic energy
available from the material is not sufficient to produce failure,
and some additional amounts of energy (the grey area ABCD) are
required to support this process.

Brittleness indices based on the ratio between the elastic
energy withdrawn from the material during the failure process
and the post-peak rupture energy (or released energy) can be
used to characterise the capability of the rock for self-sustaining
failure due to the elastic energy available from the material. Such
brittleness indices actually characterise the degree of intrinsic
instability of the material at failure. The graphs in Fig. 1 can
therefore be used to determine brittleness from energy para-
meters. For simplified estimation of the elastic energy dWe with-
drawn from the material specimen during the post-peak failure
process between points B and C (red area on the right), it is
assumed that the elastic modulus E¼ds/de is the same at both
points. It should be noted that the modulus E represents the
unloading elastic modulus

dWe ¼
s2

B�s2
C

2E
ð1Þ

The graphs show that the post-peak rupture energy dWr is
determined by the amount of withdrawn elastic energy dWe plus
the additional energy corresponding to the grey area ABCD in the
case of Class I behaviour, or minus the released energy corre-
sponding to the yellow area ABCD in the case of Class II behaviour.
The additional (or released) energy is described by

dWa ¼
s2

B�s2
C

2M
ð2Þ

here the post-peak modulus M is negative for Class I and positive
for Class II behaviour.

The post-peak rupture energy dWr is described by

dWr ¼ dWe�dWa ¼
s2

B�s2
C

� �
M�Eð Þ

2EM
ð3Þ

This equation takes into account the sign of post-peak modulus
M for Class I and Class II behaviour. The brittleness index K1 below
is determined by the ratio between the post-peak rupture energy
and the withdrawn elastic energy [1–3]

K1 ¼
dWr

dWe
¼

M�E

M
ð4Þ
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The brittleness index K2 represents the ratio between the
released and the withdrawn elastic energy [1–3]

K2 ¼
dWa

dWe
¼

E

M
ð5Þ

It is known that the unloading elastic modulus E and the
post-peak modulus M can vary significantly with the fracture
development. However, two infinitely near points located on a
post-peak curve (for example points B and C in Fig. 2) can be
characterised by the same value of E. The corresponding modulus
M is determined on the basis of a tangent line. Increments of
withdrawn elastic energy dWe (red area), post-peak rupture
energy dWr (grey area), and released energy dWa (yellow area)
associated with fracture development between the neighbouring
points B and C are described precisely by Eqs. (1)–(3). Using
Eqs. (4) and (5), brittleness indices K1 and K2 can be determined
for any stage of the post-peak process.

Brittleness indices K1 and K2 allow designing a continuous,
monotonic and unambiguous scale of brittleness. Fig. 3 shows
scales of rock brittleness indices K1 and K2 with brittleness
increasing from left to right [1–3]. The complete curves (differential
stress s vs. axial strain e1) illustrate how the different curve shapes
describe a variation in brittleness. It is assumed, for simplicity, that
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the pre-peak parts of the curves are the same. Areas defined by the
large red triangles correspond to elastic energy We stored within
the rock material at peak stress, while the smaller red dotted
triangles on the right side of the curves represent the unconsumed
portion of the stored elastic energy, within the material, after
failure. The post-peak parts of the curves characterised by the
post-peak modulus M and indicated by blue dotted lines are
different for each curve. The grey areas represent the post-peak
rupture energy dWr associated with strength degradation on the
value ds at failure from the peak stress to the residual strength
(horizontal part of the post-peak curves).

Fig. 3 shows variation in brittleness from absolute brittleness
to ductility. The absolute brittleness has the following character-
istics and parameters: (a) the post-peak modulus is the same as
the elastic modulus M¼E; (b) there is no portion of the stored
energy transformed into post-peak rupture energy dWr¼0; (c) the
withdrawn elastic energy is entirely transformed into released
energy dWe¼dWa; (d) K1¼0, and (e) K2¼1.

Within the range of brittleness indices 14K140 and
0oK2o1 (pink area) the elastic energy dWe withdrawn from
the specimen material during stress degradation on the value ds
exceeds the corresponding rupture energy dWr, leading to self-
sustaining failure (Class II behaviour). The self-sustaining failure
M = dσ/dε
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Fig. 4. Dolerite specimens tested at different levels of confining pressure.
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normally has a spontaneous character even for a hypothetically
perfectly stiff testing machine. The greater the difference between
dWe and dWr the closer the material behaviour is to absolute
brittleness and the more violent the self-sustaining failure.
It should be noted that the use of very stiff and servo-controlled
loading machines allows, in many cases, to produce a controllable
failure for rocks characterised by the positive post-peak modulus
M, due to the extraction of the excess of elastic energy from the
material body.

For the range of brittleness indices þN4K141 and
�NoK2o0 the rupture development is not self-sustaining
(Class I behaviour). Variation in failure regimes corresponding
to an increase in the rock brittleness is indicated in the upper part
of Fig. 3. These regimes are: ductile, semi-brittle, transitional,
brittle and superbrittle. The characteristic features of the superb-
rittle regime are discussed in [1–3].
3. Features of post-peak properties determination

3.1. Specimen size and strain measurement

It is self-evident that for comparison of material properties
(including brittleness), tested specimens should have similar
geometry and size. The world testing experience shows that the
most suitable shape of specimens for testing at confined com-
pression is cylindrical with a ratio between length and diameter
of 2–3. General diameters of cylindrical specimens tested at
confined compression are between 20 and 60 mm. Such variation
in size is quite small to cause appreciable size effect. At the same
time, some methods used for the determination of stress–strain
curves can lead to very serious errors in defining post-peak
properties and rock brittleness. This question is discussed below.

It is known that the failure mode at confined compression is
shear (see Fig. 4). In this situation, elastic energy accumulated
within the relatively evenly deformed material at the peak stress
is used for localised shear rupture development in the post-peak
region. Hard rock specimens can fail with the formation of very
thin shear ruptures. The fault thickness measured for the dolerite
specimen tested at s3¼150 MPa was about 0.1 mm. The irrever-
sible deformation is concentrated within this thin zone while the
rest specimen body is subjected to elastic unloading in the post-
peak region. Variation in confining pressure changes the angle a
of shear rupture orientation relative to the specimen axis (see
Fig. 4). These facts (failure localisation at a specific angle a) should
be taken into account for the correct determination of post-peak
properties, energy balance and brittleness indices.

Fig. 5a shows a specimen at three stages of deformation:
I—before loading; II–at the peak stress with elastic energy (red)
stored uniformly within the specimen body; and III—after failure
(completely unloaded). The amount of elastic energy stored
within the specimen at the peak stress is proportional to the
specimen length. At the same time, the post-peak rupture energy
is the same for specimens of different length. Depending on the
specimen length, we can have very different situations and very
different post-peak curves. Fig. 5a shows a situation when the
elastic energy (associated with elastic deformation De) is greater
than the post-peak rupture energy (associated with irreversible
deformation Dr). To prevent instability during the rupture devel-
opment, the excess of elastic energy must be opportunely
extracted from the specimen by the reverse deformation on the
total value Da¼De–Dr. In this situation, we have Class II beha-
viour. However, for a shorter specimen of the same rock, the
amount of elastic energy stored at the peak stress is smaller and if
Dr4De the failure process can correspond to Class I behaviour.

The position of axial gauges on the specimen is also very
important. Fig. 5a-I shows symbolically four gauges fixed to
different pin-points on the specimen surface. The future shear
rupture shown by the dotted line is located between the pin-
points of gauges 1 (length ‘g1), 2 (length ‘g2) and 3 (length ‘g3).
However, gauge 4 (length ‘g4) is fixed to the solid part of the
specimen. It is known that shear rupture in hard rocks develop
mainly after the peak stress and propagates along its own plane
due to creation of tensile cracks and blocks (slabs) between them
forming the universal ‘domino’ structure of shear ruptures
[1–3,21–27]. This structure is shown symbolically in Fig. 5a-III.
Displacement along the fault during the failure process is accom-
panied by rotation (or collapse) of these blocks which provide
approximately the same displacement Dr in any zone of the fault.

In the post-peak region, each of the gauges 1, 2 and 3 measures
relative displacement dD of two pin-points fixed to the specimen
surfaces. The measured displacement is determined by two types
of deformation taking place between the pin-points: (a) elastic
deformation dDe associated with uniform elastic unloading of
solid material located between the pin-points due to the strength
degradation at shear rupture development. It should be noted
that the elastic unloading can be provided by direct elastic
deformation associated with shear along the fault and also by
reverse deformation (in the case of Class II behaviour).
(b) Localised irreversible displacement dDr associated with shear
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along the fault:

dD¼ dDr2dDe ð6Þ

Due to the fact that the value of dDr is the same for all gauges
but the value of dDe is different, depending on the gauge length,
load–displacement and stress–strain curves plotted on the basis
of data recorded by gauges 1, 2 and 3 are very different. Gauge
4 measures just elastic unloading.

Fig. 5b illustrates graphically the fundamental difference in the
shape of load–displacement curves plotted on the basis of data
recorded by gauges 1–4. For simplicity, the pre-peak curves
reflect elastic deformation only. The term dD here is the value
of post-peak deformation recorded by the gauges. At stress
degradation ds in the post-peak region, the value dD for the
longest gauge 1 is negative, representing the reverse displace-
ment (Class II behaviour), while for the shortest gauge 3 the value
dD is positive (Class I behaviour). For gauge 2 we have dD¼0.
Gauge 4 indicates elastic unloading. The value of rupture energy
(associated with dDr) recorded by gauges 1, 2 and 3 is the same.
At the complete failure, the rupture energy corresponds to areas
of triangles with the base Dr.

Corresponding stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 5c. Before
the peak stress is reached, all stress–strain curves coincide
independently on the gauge length due to uniform elastic defor-
mation of the specimen body. The localised failure in the post-
peak region makes values of irreversible strain er¼Dr/‘g and post-
peak modulus M very different for different gauges. Gauge
3 indicates Class I, while gauge 1—Class II behaviour; gauge
2 shows intermediate behaviour; gauge 4 shows elastic unloading
in the post-peak region. In fact, post-peak characteristics obtained
for the same specimen by different gauge lengths are fundamen-
tally different. Brittleness indices calculated on the basis of these
curves will show also incomparably different results. The ques-
tion is: how can we make results recorded by different gauges for
the same and also for different specimens comparable?
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Fig. 6 shows two specimens of different diameters and length.
Angle a of shear plane orientation relative to the specimen axis is
also different. Irreversible strain er associated with displacement
along the shear plane can be calculated as follows:

der ¼ dDL=L¼ dDr=h¼ dDrtga=D ð7Þ

where L is the length of shear plane; dDL is the irreversible
displacement along the shear plane; dDr is the corresponding
axial displacement; h is the length of the specimen fragment
involving the shear plane; and D is the specimen diameter.

In principle, values of dDr or (Dr) can be obtained from load–
displacement curves (similar to that shown in Fig. 5b) plotted for
both long and short axial gauges specially oriented against the
fault (gauges 1–3 in Fig. 5a). However, because the spatial
orientation of shear plane is unknown before the test, it is a
better option to use long gauges with the length ‘g4h.

Stress–strain curves plotted in accordance with Eq. (7) will
unambiguously characterise post-peak properties of the same
specimen independently on the specimen and gauge length. This
allows comparing brittleness estimated on the basis of post-peak
energy balance for the same rock tested at different testing
conditions or brittleness of different rocks. Brittleness indices K1

and K2 calculated on the basis of these curves will reflect the
energy balance between the localised rupture energy and elastic
energy accumulated within the specimen fragment of the length
h. Fig. 7a and b illustrates features of axial deformation of zone
h and corresponding stress–strain curves for three materials
(1, 2, and 3) characterised by the same strength, elastic modulus
and, consequently, elastic energy at the peak stress, but different
post-peak rupture energy. Experimental stress–strain curves pre-
sented further are plotted using the approach discussed in this
paragraph.
3.2. Strain rate and control of post-peak stability

It is known that strain rate affects significantly the shape of
stress–strain curves. When studying the effect of strain rate on
rock properties, a constant strain rate during the whole test
before and after peak stress should be maintained [28,29]. This
testing condition can be provided for Class I behaviour only
because stress–strain curves monotonically increase in strain.
For Class II behaviour, because of the reverse deformation of the
sample in the post-peak region, it is principally impossible to
maintain a constant strain rate during the test and correctly
record the post-peak part of load–displacement curves in
dynamics. The ISRM proposed a suggested method (SM) advising
on the complete load–displacement behaviour of rock specimens
that allows comparison of data between materials, laboratories
and researchers [30]. The SM suggests axial strain rate of 10�6

strain/s.
It is known also that axial strain control is impossible for Class

II behaviour because the curve does not monotonically increase in
strain. Circumferential or diametrical strain control is suggested
by ISRM SM because this measurement does monotonically
increase even if the axial displacement does not. The suggested
circumferential or diametrical strain rate is 10�4 strain/s.
In accordance with ISRM SM stiffness of loading frame and
loop-closure rates of control system should be respectively no
less that 5 MN/mm and 1 kHz.

Experimental results discussed below were obtained on a stiff
servo-controlled testing machine with stiffness 40 MN/mm, load
capacity 2000 kN, confining pressure up to 200 MPa [31]. Axial
strain control was used for Class I behaviour and diametrical
strain control for Class II behaviour. Strain rate was provided in
accordance with ISRM SM. Dimensions of specimens were:
diameter 35 mm and length 80 mm.



Fig. 8. (a) A quartzite specimen after testing at uniaxial compression and corresponding, (b) stress–strain curve and (c) post-peak energy balance.
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Fig. 8 illustrates testing capability of the machine. A very
brittle quartzite specimen (Fig. 8a) was tested at uniaxial com-
pression. The corresponding stress–strain curve is shown in
Fig. 8b. The post-peak stage is associated with shear rupture
development. The testing procedure was stopped at point A
before the complete failure, after which the specimen was
unloaded. The specimen shows Class II behaviour with post-
peak modulus M close to elastic modulus E. Fig. 8c indicates
rupture energy dWr absorbed by the failure process before
the point A and corresponding portion of extracted energy dWa.
The failure process was stable due to servo-controlling.
4. Brittleness variation due to confining pressure

For all rocks, the pre-peak ductility increases with rising
confining pressure s3. Beyond the peak stress, the situation is
different: two types of rock behaviour in the post-peak region
under the effect of confining pressure can be distinguished. The
first one is associated with increasing post-peak ductility with
rising confining pressure s3. This conventional type of rock
behaviour illustrated in Fig. 9a shows a set of generic stress–
strain curves for different s3. To show clearly the character of
variation of the post-peak curves indicating the increase in post-
peak ductility with rising s3 they are represented by blue (Class I)
dotted lines. The shaded area under the curve s3(3) corresponds to
post-peak rupture energy under this testing condition.

Unlike the conventional type of rock behaviour, recently
published papers [1–3] showed that increasing s3 can lead to
contradictory (unconventional) rock behaviour within different
ranges of s3. In fact, rock behaviour can be changed from Class I to
Class II and then to Class I again as shown in Fig. 9b. Post-peak
curves corresponding to Class II are represented by red dotted
lines. Such variation of post-peak curves with rising s3 indicates
the following variation in brittleness: initially increasing, reaching
a maximum and then ultimately decreasing. The shaded area
under the curve s3(3) representing the post-peak rupture energy
under this testing condition can be very small.

Experimental curves illustrating the two types of rock behaviour
under confining pressure discussed above are shown in Fig. 10a
(sandstone), b (quartzite), and c (dolerite) [1–3]. Fig. 11 shows the
variation of brittleness index K1 and K2 for these rocks and also for
Westerly granite [32]. It demonstrates different responses to rising
confining pressure s3. The self-sustaining failure regime corre-
sponds to 14K140 and 0oK2o1 (pink area).



Fig. 10. Stress–strain curves for (a) sandstone, (b) quartzite, and (c) dolerite obtained at different s3 (modified from [1–3]).
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The sandstone curve indicates that an increase in confinement
s3 makes the rock less brittle. This behaviour is typical for softer
rocks. For the quartzite, an increase in confinement s3 within the
range of 30–100 MPa makes the material more brittle. At greater
confinement, the brittleness decreases. For the granite, an increase
in s3 within the range of 0–30 MPa makes it less brittle. When
s3430 MPa, the brittleness increases dramatically. The dolerite
curve shows also very severe rock embrittlement. At s3¼75 MPa,
according to the brittleness index K1, the dolerite became 250 times
more brittle when compared to uniaxial compression (K1(0)¼1.5;
K1(75)¼0.006). At s3¼100 and 150 MPa, the brittleness increased
significantly, further approaching absolute brittleness. The dotted
lines indicate the expected brittleness variation for granite and
dolerite at greater values of s3: the brittleness continues to increase
until it reaches a maximum at some level of s3 and then decreases,
as all rocks become ductile at very high s3. It is estimated in [1,3]
that the maximum brittleness for granite is reached at
s3E300 MPa. For rocks that are as hard as quartzite, the mode of
brittleness variation is similar, but the maximum brittleness is
lower and the range of confining pressure where embrittlement
takes place is smaller.
5. Failure mechanisms providing high (Class I) and low (Class
II) rupture energy at shear

Shear rupture never develops instantly but it propagates
through the material in time. Fig. 12a shows four stages of shear
rupture development in a specimen when subjected to triaxial
compression. A load cell and an axial gauge mounted on the
specimen as shown in Fig. 12a-i can measure the average load-
bearing capacity and the strain of the specimen during the failure
process. The real shear resistance and displacement along the
future failure plane are very non-uniform. Three specific zones
can be distinguished (see Fig. 12a-ii): (1) the process zone (or
rupture head) where the failure process is in progress; (2) the
core frictional zone located behind the head where the full
friction is mobilised, and (3) the intact zone in front of the head
where the resistance is determined by the cohesive strength.
With fracture propagation, the cohesive strength of decreasing
zone (3) is substituted by the frictional resistance of increasing
zone (2). This process is accompanied by the decrease in bearing
capacity of the specimen from the cohesive strength to the
frictional (residual) strength. The fracture mechanism operating
within the process zone (1) plays the key role in the character of
transformation from the cohesive to frictional strength.

It is known that a shear rupture can propagate in its own plane
due to the creation of short tensile cracks in front of the rupture
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tips [21–23]. This forms the universal structure of shear ruptures
represented by an echelon of blocks (or slabs) separated by tensile
cracks—known as a ‘domino’ structure [21–25] or Ortlepp shears
[26,27]. The initial angle b0 of the tensile crack and block
inclination to the shear rupture plane is about 30–401 [33]. Shear
displacement along the fault causes rotation of the blocks of the
‘domino’ structure between the rupture surfaces [22–25].
Fig. 12b illustrates the essence of the shear rupture mechanism
providing large rupture energy. Blocks located in the front part of
the process zone create significant resistance to shear; however,
they collapse with rotation providing gradual transformation of
shear resistance within the process zone from cohesive to
frictional levels. A graph under the shear rupture in Fig. 12b
shows the shear resistance variation along the process zone.
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The crushing and comminution of blocks within the process zone
can absorb large amounts of energy. This is expected since the
development of shear fractures requires displacement to occur
along the total fault. This form of rupture development is
classified as a crack-like mode. Such rupture mechanism normally
produces a Class I material behaviour in the post-peak region.
Four points on the stress–strain curve on the right correspond to
the four stages of deformation shown in Fig. 12a. The grey area
corresponds to post-peak rupture energy at the stage 4.

Fig. 12c illustrates a model where rotating blocks can withstand
the rotation without collapse behaving as hinges (see details in
[1–3]). Due to consecutive formation and rotation of the blocks, these
should form a fan structure within the rupture head. A remarkable
feature of the rotating blocks (hinges) in the second half of the fan
structure (where b4901) is the creation of active forces under the
effect of normal stress applied. A graph under the shear rupture in
Fig. 12c shows the shear resistance variation along the fault head. The
bottom part of the graph represents active forces (negative resis-
tance) acting in the second half of the head and assisting the fault
displacement. In the core zone represented by blocks that have
completed their rotation, the normal residual friction is restored.

The fan structure represents a self-equilibrating mechanism
and can move spontaneously as a wave with very small shear
resistance. In the idealised fan-head model the resistance to
rupture propagation is determined only by the tensile strength
of the material associated with consecutive formation of blocks in
front of the propagating rupture. It is important that the fan head
can propagate independently of the core zone, which can remain
immobile due to high frictional resistance. Hence, this mechanism
creates conditions for a pulse-like mode of fracture propagation.
In this situation, the rupture energy is determined by shear
resistance of the fan-head only. The fan-head rupture mechanism
represents the most energy efficient shear rupture mechanism.

This mechanism is responsible for Class II behaviour with
extremely small rupture energy (grey area) approaching the abso-
lute brittleness. The stress–strain curve in Fig. 12c shows that at
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Fig. 13. Scales of brittleness indices k3 and k4 with cha
stage 3 of the fracture propagation the bearing capacity of the
specimen can be less than that at stage 4. This is because the shear
resistance of the process zone can be close to zero, decreasing the
bearing capacity of the specimen. The longer the process zone (1),
the smaller the shear resistance at stage 3 of the rupture propaga-
tion. The fully frictional resistance is mobilised at stage 4 after the
head has completely propagated through the specimen. The exam-
ples discussed show that shear rupture mechanisms involving the
book-shelf structure can be responsible for the delay in friction
mobilisation at failure observed in experiments.

Natural shear fractures can be at different stages of their
development. Their shear resistance and brittleness at the post-
peak failure stage can correspond symbolically to different points
on the stress–strain curves shown in Fig. 12b and c. The brittleness
(degree of instability) and energy release during the rupture
development depends on the failure stage and the rupture mechan-
ism. The discussed brittleness indices K1 and K2 can be used for the
characterisation of stability conditions at any stage of failure.
6. Analysis of other brittleness indices

It was shown above that the criteria K1 and K2 relying upon
post-peak energy balance allow for the representation of two
classes of rock behaviour (Class I to Class II) in the form of
continuous, monotonic and unambiguous scale of brittleness.
They are based on sound physics principles reflecting the degree
of post-peak instability. In this section we will analyse whether
other existing criteria can provide an unambiguous characterisa-
tion of rock brittleness representing post-peak instability.

Brittleness indices similar to K1 and K2 were proposed in [4–8]
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The brittleness indices k3 and k4 include some uncertainties
which can lead to conflicting results for estimating the brittleness
at different loading conditions. Additionally, these indices do not
allow the creation of continuous and unambiguous scale of
brittleness similar to the one presented in Figs. 3 and 11. Two
scales of brittleness for k3 and k4 are shown in Fig. 13. Both scales
of brittleness are stretched between �N and þN, and the
extreme points of each scale (�N and þN) are characterised
by the same shape of stress-strain curves. Another zone of
discontinuity is located in a central part of the scales between
conditions of the absolute brittleness and absolute ductility.
Hence, the brittleness indices k3 and k4 are not ideal for brittle-
ness characterisation of different rocks or the same rock at
different levels of confining pressure.

Brittleness indices representing ratios of different combina-
tions between pre-peak and post-peak strain (k5 and k6, Eqs. (10)
and (11)) were discussed in [9–11]. Note that ee is the elastic
strain, ep is the post-peak strain and etp is the total irreversible
post-peak strain

k5 ¼
ep

ee
ð10Þ

k6 ¼
etp

ee
ð11Þ

These strain-based indices also give ambiguous results when
used to characterise brittleness. For example, three stress–stain
curves in Fig. 14 have the same elastic modulus E. At some stages
of post-peak deformation, they have very different post-peak
modulus M and post-peak rupture energy (shaded areas), which
suggests very different degrees of brittleness. However, brittle-
ness indices k5 and k6 based on ratios between values of elastic
and post-peak deformations determined at a stage shown in
Fig. 14 have the same value for all three rocks.

Brittleness indices based on different combinations of other
parameters may also give conflicting results at different loading
conditions because unlike K1 and K2, they do not have any
physical foundation. A number of examples are discussed below.

Brittleness indices (k7, k8, and k9) involving pre-peak irrever-
sible deformation eir and pre-peak irreversible energy Wir have
also been proposed [12–15]:

k7 ¼
ee

eirþee
12,13½ � ð12Þ

k8 ¼
We

WirþWe
13,14½ � ð13Þ

k9 ¼
Wir

We
13�15½ � ð14Þ

Graphs in Figs. 9 and 10 show that there is no correlation
between pre-peak and post-peak parameters characterising rock
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Fig. 14. Schema for estimation of rock brittlenes
brittleness. Rising confining pressure causes the increase in pre-
peak ductility associated with the increase in the pre-peak
irreversible deformation eir and the corresponding pre-peak
rupture energy Wbr. However, in the post-peak region, the rock
behaviour is conflicting: sandstone increases ductility, while
quartzite and dolerite show very severe embrittlement. Hence,
indices k7, k8, and k9 are not adequate for practical application.

The determination of intrinsic material brittleness from com-
pressive Rc and tensile Rt strengths indices (e.g. k10¼Rc/Rt

[16–18]) also gives conflicting results when samples are tested
under triaxial compression. It is accepted that an increase in the
ratio R/Rt indicates the increase in brittleness [16–18]. In accor-
dance with this criterion, rising confining pressure should be
followed by the increase in brittleness due to more intensive
rising of Rc compared with Rt. However, the experimental results
discussed above show that rising s3 can cause both an increase
and a decrease in rock brittleness.

A determination of brittleness k11 from Mohr’s envelope [13]
implies a decrease in brittleness with rising confining pressure s3

and cannot reflect rock embrittlement within a certain range of
high s3.

A special strain-dependent brittleness index k12 was intro-
duced to consider the contribution of the cohesive and frictional
strength components during the failure process [19]. From the
physical point of view, the brittleness index k12 reflects the
presence of both tensile and shear mechanisms in inducing
microcracks. This concept, however, implies an increase in ducti-
lity with rising confining pressure. Therefore, this cannot explain
the very severe embrittlement observed in hard rocks under
increasing confinement (s3) and extremely low rupture energy
at high levels of s3.
7. Relative rock brittleness and applications

Fig. 15a shows two generic load–displacement curves for two
different rocks obtained from specimens of the same dimensions
and strength. These two rocks have the same brittleness index K1

and K2 because they are characterised by the same ratio between
the elastic and post-peak modules: E01/M01¼E02/M02. However, the
behaviour of these rocks during testing on the same loading
system can be very different. The dotted lines on the graph
characterise the stiffness L of the loading system. For rock number
1, LoM01 and in accordance with [34], post-peak failure should be
unstable due to an excess of elastic energy available from the
loading system (red area). For rock number 2, L4M02 and failure
should be stable because some additional energy corresponding
to the grey area is transfer from the loading system. On the basis
of Eq. (15), the brittleness of these two rocks can be determined in
relation to the loading system (relative brittleness). Such classi-
fication of brittleness reflects the relative brittleness of rocks
ε1

εtp

εeεp εp
M

E

M

s from elastic and post-peak deformations.
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instead of the intrinsic material brittleness:

kR ¼
L

M
34½ � ð15Þ

The use of intrinsic or relative brittleness for estimation of
degree of instability in practice depends on loading conditions.
For instance, rock mass surrounding an extended underground
excavation represents a loading system with respect to pillars
supporting the excavation (see Fig. 15b). In this case, the degree of
instability of this construction can be characterised by index kR

representing relative brittleness. In the case of fault propagation
within intact rock mass (Fig. 15c), the use of intrinsic brittleness
indices K1 and K2 is more appropriate.

8. Conclusion

The applicability of various criteria for assessing rock brittleness
under triaxial compression has been analysed. It has been shown
that only two of many existing criteria can describe properly the
intrinsic material brittleness within the whole range of brittleness
variation from the absolute brittleness to ductility. These criteria
are based upon the balance between elastic energy accumulated
within the material specimen and two forms of post-peak energy
associated with the failure process: the rupture energy and the
excess (released) energy. The brittleness indices based on the ratio
between these parameters allow for the representation of the two
classes of rock behaviour (Class I and Class II) in the form of
continuous, monotonic and unambiguous scale of brittleness. Other
existing criteria do not provide unambiguous characterisation of
rock brittleness at different loading conditions under triaxial
compression. Some features of methods used for determination of
post-peak properties have been discussed in this paper.
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